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When Mark Schubert accepted the National
Team Director position in 2006, he had
been involved in the development of USA
Swimming for almost three decades. Thirty
years prior, Coach Dick Shoulberg met
Schubert, and he knew right away that he
was special. He was young, aggressive,
knowledgeable, well spoken and well
informed. It was clear to Shoulberg from
the beginning that Schubert was the future,
and that he was going to make the sport of
swimming better through governance. When
hired, Shoulberg told USA Swimming, “You
have just hired Vince Lombardi.” Lombardi,
one of the most successful Football coaches
in history, was known for his work ethic and
intensity. He was educated, thoughtful and

articulate. Shoulberg knew that Schubert
would run USA Swimming the way that
Lombardi would have. Shoulberg explains,
“Mark was the most brilliant mind leading
USA Swimming in history. He has been the
most influential person in moving United
States Swimming forward. You need an
orchestra leader, and by far Mark Schubert
has been the best.”
Considered one of the most successful
swimming coaches in history, Mark Schubert
is one of the most respected coaches
internationally and is known for his impressive
and unprecedented record that includes
over 60 National team championships,
50 individual world (Continued on pg. 4)
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“I was the black sheep that deviated from expectations.”
- Mark Schubert

records, over 200 individual American
records, and 26 American Olympians.
Schubert has been a visible leader in the
sport of swimming since the early 1970’s.
Less visible to most, but equally impressive
and impactful, have been Schubert’s offdeck contributions to the sport. Schubert’s
involvement in the governance of swimming
has been extensive, and has included work for
United States
S w i m m i n g,
FINA,
the
American
Swimming
Coaches
Association,
the
World
Swimming
Coaches
Association,
and multiple Local Swimming Committees
throughout the country. The impact of
his work has determined the direction of
American swimming and has had a global
impact on the sport.

wanted to coach. Schubert shared this with
Wells and used him as a reference for the
assignment. The following summer, Wells
offered Schubert a job teaching and coaching
at a local country club.

country. He idolized the coaches and clubs.
He had a very good memory for times and
people, and reading Swimming World was
when he first became a student of swimming.
The magazine had a huge impact on his life.

The magazine “Swimming World” was an
instrumental motivator for Schubert in
high school. The magazine was based in
Los Angeles, and was started by legendary

Schubert comes from a well-educated family.
His father, a successful attorney, wanted him
to be an attorney as well. As a youngster,
Schubert would engage with
his father and the rest of the
family in debates at home. He
had a knack for debating, and
developed an ability to debate
and articulate his points at
an early age. During these
same developmental years,
Schubert was fascinated by
Schubert politics and loved watching
the
Democratic
and
Republican National Conventions. He is still
very interested in the political process to this
day. What fascinates Schubert is “the idea of
arriving at a consensus, not always getting
your way, but finding common ground and
arriving at a positive solution.” His ability to
debate and his interest in politics would serve
him well as a leader throughout his career.

“ What’s fascinating is the idea of arriving at a

consensus, not always getting your way, but finding
common ground and arriving at a solution.

Mark Schubert began his swimming career in
Akron, Ohio, as a freshman in High School.
He quickly fell in love with the sport. He was
an average swimmer, but highly motivated
by his high school coach, Dick Wells. Wells
was encouraging, creative, and enthusiastic
and Schubert learned a lot from him. During
Schubert’s junior year of high school, he
was assigned a paper to write about his
future career aspirations and realized that he

- Mark
coach Peter Daland. He looked forward to the
magazine landing in his mailbox every month,
and loved reading about the different coaches,
teams, and swimmers that were highlighted.
Initially, the magazine inspired Schubert
to dream big about his own swimming
career. Later in high school and college, the
magazine gave him aspirations of coaching,
and provided him with an education in the
sport. It was the 1960’s, and Schubert was
reading about famous coaches such as George
Haines, Don Gambril, Doc Counsilman, and
Peter Daland. Schubert would read about any
coach to try to pick up new information and
learn. He read a lot about Santa Clara Swim
Club, the most successful club team in the

”

Schubert’s career path was already
established. His dad wanted Schubert’s sister
to be a concert musician and his brother to
be a physician. And they did just that. There
was pressure to follow expectations and
as Schubert headed into the University of
Kentucky, he planned to become an attorney
2015 EDITION 3 | ASCA NEWSLETTER
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(Continued)
something that not only could he
do, but do very well.
Schubert
taught
Physical
Education in Cuyahoga Falls,
Ohio. In this position, he was in
charge of the lesson program and
was the coach of the high school
team. Schubert was responsible
for teaching every 3rd grader
how to swim. He learned a lot
about teaching the fundamentals.
Through his work with the high
school team, he quickly realized
that he didn’t want to coach kids
who weren’t motivated. Schubert
hoped to stay in Ohio and had
plans to put a bubble over a local
50 meter pool so that he could
train club swimmers year round.
He gave a presentation to the
Recreation Director of Cuyahoga
Falls, and the director told him,
“Mark, you’re going to be a great
swim coach, but it’s not going to
be in Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio.” A few
months later, Schubert was on his
way to California after accepting a
new job with Mission Viejo.

and become involved in politics. It was
not where his heart was. In his sophomore
year, Schubert decided to study Physical
Education and History. He began to create
his own path. As the family’s “black sheep
that deviated from expectations,” he aspired
to be a high school teacher and coach. His
dad was not supportive of this decision and
told him that he would never make a living
out of swimming. Twenty years later, when
Schubert was Head Coach of the United
States Olympic Team, his dad apologized.
Schubert swam on scholarship for his first
two years at Kentucky. He broke his leg
during his sophomore year, and became a
student assistant coach. During his senior
year, he took nine men to the NCAA

Championships. He coached a diving team at
Greater Lexington Aquatic Club and he was
also the Head Coach of a swim team that met
three evenings each week. The team practiced
in the basement of a girls Catholic School, in
a three lane, twenty yard pool with no lane
lines, and no lines on the bottom or targets
on the wall. Conditions weren’t ideal, but
Schubert made the best of them and learned
a lot during these early coaching experiences.
During the summers, Schubert went back to
Akron and coached a summer team called
the Montro Swim Club. The summer after
graduating from Kentucky, Montro won the
summer championship. This was exciting,
and the entire experience gave Schubert
the sense that he loved working with kids,
accomplishing goals, and that coaching was

“ There was never a doubt in my mind that I could
win a National Championship.
”

- Mark Schubert
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Schubert had applied for five jobs
in California and got the job at Mission Viejo.
His motivation to move to California was
driven by the facts that Swimming World was
located in California, and Santa Clara Swim
Club was too. Most of the great swimmers
and coaches that he read about were in
California, with only a few other coaches
and competitive clubs scattered throughout
the country. Schubert had an unwavering
confidence in his abilities and recalls that
“there was never a doubt in my mind that
I could win a National Championship.”
Schubert moved across the country to coach
a summer league team of 50 swimmers. At
this stage in his life, he was willing to take
this risk, he was humble enough to take the
position, and confident in his abilities to build
the team. Within one year, the team had won
their first summer league championship.
The swimmers wanted to throw Schubert in
the pool to celebrate, and he told them that
coaches would not be thrown in until the
team won a National Championship. They
thought he was crazy.

Nobody else had taken the job at Mission
Viejo due to an empty pool and an empty
neighborhood. Schubert was tasked with
more than just coaching. The Mission Viejo
Corporation, one of Southern California’s
leading developers of master-planned
communities, hired Schubert and tasked
him with selling houses through creating
an environment and the media needed to
attract families to move there. They used
the team, and eventually their high level
profile in the swimming community, to sell
homes. Through working with the Mission
Viejo Corporation, Schubert developed
extensive business expertise. This led to
increased confidence and credibility offdeck. He brought this business expertise
and model to his team, and to the entire
swimming community.
Schubert took advantage of his new location
and visited with coaches at least once a
month. He visited coaches such as Peter
Daland, George Haines, Ron Ballatore, Sherm
Chavoor, and Don Gambril. Schubert got
to know all of these coaches very well, and
learned a tremendous amount from watching
them at practices and meets. Schubert learned
that there is much more to swimming than
on-deck coaching. In addition to on-deck
responsibilities, all of these coaches were also
very involved with the dry-side of swimming.
They were involved in their local swimming
committees and on a national level. Schubert
quickly got involved. Beginning in 1972, once
each month, Schubert would drive north to
Hollywood and sit in on the monthly LSC
meetings. The best coaches in the world were
there. Schubert would just listen. He hung
on everything that they talked about and
everything that they did.
Watching these legendary coaches interact
at meetings completely shaped how Schubert
acted as a leader. They were well respected,
articulate, and well prepared. “They knew
how to change
p e o p l e ’ s
minds
and
they did their
homework.”
Schubert
learned how to
be persuasive
- Mark Schubert and learned

“ Coaches

get what they
deserve.

”

that timing during debates was critical. He
recalls, “George Haines would wait until the
end of the conservation, speak, and then it
was like, the debate is over. God has spoken.”
Schubert became the Age Group and then
Senior Chairman. He became involved in
the conversation about when meets would
be, host teams, dates, coach’s needs, rules
issues, and general LSC
responsibilities.
Schubert
grew to believe “that whether
sitting in and listening or
actively participating, it is
essential that coaches go to
these meetings.” Schubert
worked closely with Bill
Lippman and Al Shonefield,
Swimming World editor. They were
both involved nationally and on the rules
committee. They encouraged Schubert to get
involved on a bigger scale.

worked as Chairman of the Technical
Swimming Committee and served on the USA
Swimming Board of Directors for two years.
He led the Technical Swimming Committee
meetings and brought various ideas to the
table. At this time, Dick Hannula was on the
committee as well and was very influential.
The committee was innovative and made

“ And then it was like…the

debate is over. God has spoken.

Inspired, Schubert went to his first Amateur
Athletic Union (AAU) Convention, held at
Yellowstone National Park. There was no
United States Swimming yet. The AAU was
the organization responsible for running
amateur sports in the United States. The
AAU Rules Committee chairman at the time
was very welcoming, and allowed Schubert to
sit in on the meetings and then invited him to
join the committee. Schubert already worked
closely with many of the coaches involved
on this committee and in the AAU. It was a
smooth transition and he was fortunate to
always have input from and access to these
great coaches.
United States Swimming started to form
in 1978. At the time, parents and officials
were running the AAU, and coaches did not
have the input that they needed to shape
the direction of swimming in the United
States. That changed when USA Swimming
started. Schubert had learned and believes,
“Coaches get what they deserve. If they
allow parents or other volunteers to run the
situation, then they will do it. Coaches will
be here long after the parents and eventually
will run the association. Coaches need to run
the association because they know what the
kids need.” Schubert became increasingly
involved, and became an inspiration and
example for coaches everywhere.
When USA Swimming started, Schubert

”

- Mark Schubert
numerous changes. They developed the
concept of the Steering Committee, which
has been extremely successful. Schubert was
on the steering committee for 30 years, and
when he was National Team Director, he was
the head of it. The concept has remained the
same since its inception. Four to five coaches
would meet either monthly or quarterly
to develop plans for the national team. The
committee was focused on planning for the
United States National Team, and ensured
that they would have the resources needed to
compete at the highest levels. The technical
committee created and developed different
high-level meets, such as Junior Nationals.
Schubert was focused on ‘big picture’ ideas
and developments, and was always thinking
about the long-term development of United
States Swimming. The ideas and changes
that were implemented under his direction
were extensive, and made an immediate and
lasting impact on United States Swimming.
Schubert’s decision making at USA
Swimming, and in all arenas, always focused
centered around what he describes as the
most important and first rule: “To always
keep the athlete in mind as #1.” The athletes
were Schubert’s major motivation for the offdeck work that he was involved in. Although
his decisions may have hurt him politically in
some cases, Schubert always remained a vocal
advocate for the athletes.
The work that Schubert did off-deck was
also very focused on ensuring that the needs
of his team, and his athletes, were met. He
aspired for Mission Viejo to achieve success at
the highest levels, and worked hard to ensure
2015 EDITION 3 | ASCA NEWSLETTER
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“

that
this
happened.
He was open
and honest,
and
his
agenda and
goals were
always clear.
He created
alliances
with those
who shared
- Eddie Reese
common
goals
and
had overlapping interests. As Schubert’s
goals for Mission Viejo came into fruition,
the success of his team and swimmers led to
increased success for American Swimming.
The work that he did specifically for Mission
Viejo and his athletes positively impacted
swimming on a national level.

He knew
the direction
of the
subject and
how it was
advancing.

”

Schubert became involved with the American
Swimming Coaches Association during the
early 1970’s and joined the ASCA board a
few years later, serving with coaches such
as Peter Daland and Doc Counsilman.
Schubert was involved in the organizations
development, which aimed to ensure that
coaches in America had the resources needed
to learn, advance, and help their athletes
reach their potential.
Schubert served a number of terms on the
ASCA Board, and worked with many of
the country’s leading coaches, including
University of Texas Coach Eddie
Reese. Reese was always impressed
while watching Schubert in meetings.
“He was always the most prepared
in the room. He had already done
preparation with others in the room.
Always made the right political move.
He knew the direction of the subject
and how it was advancing. He knows
what he wants and he knows how to
get there.” Larry Liebowitz, a longtime assistant, recalls “Mark always had the
big picture in mind. He made big decisions
based on the big picture, not just what was
best for his team. He had a vision for the
future better than any coach I have ever
met.” Schubert’s ability to know his subject,
envision the future, and present in a way
that was politically savvy made him a very

(Continued)

effective leader. He was always focused on
the future of the sport, and worked to ensure
that the sport was moving forward in the
right direction.
Coaches still find Schubert each year at the
ASCA World Clinic, attending presentations
and taking notes. He’s eager to learn, and
always looking for new ideas. In addition to his
roles within ASCA, Schubert has been on the
board of directors for the World Swimming
Coaches Association and is a director of
various coaching clinics throughout the
country, such as the Eastern States Swim
Clinic. Peter Daland had started these
clinics and was a huge advocate for sharing
information and for coach education. Schubert
was strongly influenced by Daland, beginning
back in the 1960’s. He has continued to build
upon the programs that Daland put into place
many years ago. Daland and his work inspired
Schubert on many levels, and it comes as no
surprise that Schubert continues to do the
same today for others.
While becoming increasingly involved in
the dry-side of the sport, Schubert was
building a world-class organization and team
at Mission Viejo. Schubert was incredibly
passionate and the team trained extremely
hard. Schubert created the “animal lane” and
swimmers in the lane often trained upwards
of 20,000 yards a day. He grew the team
from fifty to over five hundred swimmers,
and built the program into the most watched
and most competitive club team in the world.
Between Schubert’s arrival in 1972 and

program was discussed around the world
and the crazy stories are endless. Brian
Goodell, a 1976 Olympic gold medalist
worked closely with Schubert through his
teenage years, explains, “Mark has a super
A+ type personality and it was difficult
to get to know him. Most were afraid of
him. He is so driven to take his athletes to
the highest level possible. Intense doesn’t
even come close to describing Mark. He
was incredibly driven to be number one in
everything.” Schubert’s leadership with his
team focused on developing a team culture
that produced champions.
He took on a disciplinarian role to ensure that
this culture was created. Schubert’s approach
to off-deck work was different in the sense that
he was not a disciplinarian. He was typically
calm and steady. However, much of what made
him a successful coach on deck enabled him
to be successful off deck. Schubert’s ability
to communicate, sell ideas, and motivate
individuals and groups were qualities that
allowed him to build consensus among a group
and to develop powerful teams. His ability to
bring people together towards common goals
was exceptional. These qualities enabled him
to be a very effective leader in all areas.

Schubert, like every coach, made mistakes
and dealt with many obstacles and challenges
during his time at Mission Viejo. As an
example, during his first year at Mission
Viejo, Schubert was pushed in the pool
by an angry parent. The swimmers and
parents immediately expressed their support
for Schubert and the program. It
was a negative and embarrassing
experience in the moment, but it
had a powerful and positive impact
on Schubert and the team. Schubert
has described it as one of the most
Schubert important days of his coaching life.

“ The stories are exaggerated.
But, I guess perception is reality.
”
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- Mark

his departure in 1986, Mission Viejo won
a record 49 National Championships and
produced numerous World Record holders
and Olympians. Swimmers and teams from
all over world traveled to Mission Viejo
to swim under the direction of Schubert.
The intensity of the Mission Viejo

There are daily and sometimes
extreme obstacles that coaches must
address, regardless of the situation
or level of swimmer that they are working
with. Learning from, and finding the best
in negative situations, is what allowed
Schubert to continue moving forward in the
pursuit of his goals.

“Always keep the athlete in mind as #1.”
- Mark Schubert

Schubert quickly became one of the most
respected coaches in the world. His success
allowed him to set the example for hundreds
of coaches; he showed them it was possible to
be successful on deck, and also very involved
in off-deck competitive swimming
development. The two sides
compliment each other. Schubert
believes that if a coach is involved
in off-deck work, they will be more
successful on deck. “I have worked
with a lot of spectacular lay people.
They have swimming and athletes
in mind but they don’t have the same
knowledge. Being involved absolutely makes
you a better coach.” Similar to the influence
that Schubert’s mentors had on him, coaches
around the country began to be more involved
because of his example. He encouraged
coaches to get involved because he knew
that this would have a positive impact on the
athletes and on the sport.

In Schubert’s final
years at Mission
Viejo, Mission Bay
in Boca Raton,
Florida was being
developed.
This
was a state of the
art facility that
was designed to
help develop the
best
swimmers
and divers in the
world. It included
two 50 meter pools,
a diving well, and
a teaching pool.
Schubert was hired
as Head Coach of
Mission bay and
moved there in
1986. Ron O’Brien,
who was considered
one of the greatest
diving coaches in
the world, moved
to Mission Bay as
well.
Swimmers
around the world
moved to Mission
Bay to train for
the 1988 Olympic
games.
While in Florida, Schubert became very
involved in the local LSC. Fort Lauderdale
Head Coach Jack Nelson and Schubert
quickly butted heads. They fought about

best interest of the athletes in mind.
During his time at Mission Bay, the team won
10 National Championships and Schubert
was named Head Coach of the United States
Olympic team in 1988. At this point, Schubert
had coached at Mission Viejo, developed
Mission Bay, and was increasingly busy with
off-deck responsibilities.
Additionally, he had married and had two
young daughters. Expectedly, getting
married and having children shifted priorities.
Schubert has always considered himself very
lucky to have a wife that was involved in
swimming and who is very supportive. She
was the manager of various national teams
and trips, and would travel with him often.
His kids became involved in swimming as
well. Similar to many professionals, Schubert
found it difficult to make time for everything.
“Swimming is a crazy lifestyle. I did not
spend as much time with my children as I
would have liked. But, people who work hard
and are passionate about their job are always
in conflict.” What is comforting for Schubert
is that his daughters swam and were coached
by many of the best coaches. Their coaches
were positive influences and mentors for
them. Schubert ensured that they had great
coaches, and also ensured that he was not one
of them. He wanted to be dad.
With so much on his plate, it would have been
easy for Schubert to decrease his volunteer
work. Fortunately, Schubert really enjoyed the
off-deck work that he was involved in.
He thought of it as a hobby. Although
it was still swimming related, it was a
break from coaching and normal team
operation duties. It created a sense of
balance. For Schubert, a self-described
introvert, one day off every 2-3 weeks
Block was also helpful in ensuring balance. It
kept him refreshed and motivated.

“ He weathered a crisis and it
made his team stronger.
”
- George

different issues at every meeting, and other
coaches would joke that they could sell
tickets to the circus. Both coaches were
incredibly passionate. Schubert explains,
“Anger has never motivated me. Being
passionate motivates me.” Although Schubert
and Nelson were intense competitors and
disagreed often, they were respectful and
eventually became good friends. Both had the

In 1988, a few years after opening, Mission
Bay experienced financial issues and was
closed. While difficult for Schubert and the
swimming community, Schubert quickly
moved forward and accepted the position
of Head Coach for the University of Texas
women’s team. While at Texas, he learned
a tremendous amount from Eddie Reese.
Reese was more relaxed than Schubert, but
2015 EDITION 3 | ASCA NEWSLETTER
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extremely effective. Schubert learned how to
more effectively communicate with groups
and individuals by observing Reese interact
with the athletes.
Schubert was successful in his four years at
Texas, but California was in his blood, and
he returned in 1992 to be the Head Coach
at the University of Southern California.
He replaced long-time coach Peter Daland.
Schubert stayed very involved in USA
Swimming
during his time
at Texas and
USC. It was
great to be back
in
Southern
California, and
involved in the
LSC that he
helped
build.
Ira Klein was
coaching
in
Santa Barbara
at the time and

“ Being

involved
absolutely
makes you
a better
coach.

”

- Mark Schubert

(Continued)

remembers Schubert attending all of the
meetings. Klein, who is now coaching in
Florida, explains “We have over twenty
colleges in Florida, and there are no college
coaches in Florida doing that.” Schubert felt
that it was important for him, and his coaching
staff, to attend. Liebowitz would attend
meetings with Schubert. He recalls, “We were
there because we had a real interest in and
had some ideas about swimming. We wanted
to ensure that the athletes were protected and
that decisions made centered on the athletes.”
Schubert’s attendance at these meetings set
the example for club and college coaches
that it was important to be involved. “Mark’s
real leadership was to get coaches involved.
Having coaches involved makes a big impact
and this was a direct result of his leadership.”
Liebowitz was the Senior Chairman of the
LSC at one point, and he would let Schubert
know when he needed his help. “Mark would
sit and listen. He always knew when to speak
up. He has impeccable timing.”
Schubert attended the USA Swimming

Being passionate
“motivates
me.
”

Convention every year and was incredibly
influential. At the convention, Schubert’s
master political skills were on display. Klein
has been to many conventions and has
observed closely. “Mark’s ability to sell ideas
and concepts is what made him so successful.
It made him a great coach as well. He does
his homework, and he knows which fights to
fight.” Schubert was strategic. “Mark would
have his whole book with him at convention.
He knew what he would step up to and what
he would step back to, what to speak positively
to and what not to.” Schubert was articulate,
incredibly well prepared and he knew the
facts. This allowed him to be very persuasive.
There were coaches with as much influence as
Schubert, but few were as good at persuading
both sides. Schubert learned how to piece
together everything he was hearing, take in
compromises as needed, and then present
something that worked for everyone. He
2015 EDITION 3 | ASCA NEWSLETTER
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was brilliant in this capacity. Klein recalls an
example of Schubert’s persuasive abilities. In
2000, there were three Junior National meets
and there was legislation to create a fourth.
Schubert spoke and convinced everyone that
Junior National
meets were not
needed, and that
the focus should
be on Senior
Nationals.
Coaches were
planning to add
a fourth Junior
Nationals, and
then suddenly
Junior Nationals
were gone. Klein
may or may not
have
agreed
- Mark Schubert with Schubert’s
position,
but
he
was
so
impressed by his ability to articulate himself
and sell his ideas.

“ People

who work
hard and are
passionate
about their
job are often
in conflict.

”

Schubert’s ability to persuade during a
meeting was effective, but really only
the tip of the iceberg. Schubert prepared
extensively before important meetings. He
never hesitated to pick up the phone to call
anybody. Liebowitz saw the behind the scenes
work and recalls, “I can remember relaxing
at nationals between prelims and finals, and
Mark has a stack of messages and he sits there
on the phone for the entire break. Working
on issue after issue. He had a great view of
where swimming needed to go, and was very
driven to make sure that things were being
done right.” Schubert was always interested
in talking with those who disagreed with
him. He would listen to every point of view.
He wanted to know where each person stood
on an issue, and why. When discussing his
approach to various debates at the convention
and in other forums, Schubert says, “I never
consider myself the smartest person in the
room. I walk in, listen, and digest. Sometimes
my opinion changes, sometimes it doesn’t.”
Schubert believes that he has learned a
tremendous amount from the conventions
and encourages young coaches to attend
every year because they will learn. Coaches
can get selected in their LSC to go as a
12
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representative, or they can also just attend to
observe and learn.
Schubert’s political skills have also been well
displayed at FINA meetings. In 2009 and
2010, he was the Secretary of the Coaches
Commission for FINA. This involved meetings
around World Championships and the
Olympic games. The division between coaches
and officials at the international level has been
extreme throughout the years, and as Klein
describes, “Schubert was one of the few people
who was able to transcend being a coach or
official. Everyone looks to him and values
his input. He is possibly the most respected
American coach internationally.” Schubert’s
words could sway an issue better than anyone
else. Schubert worked closely with Jim Wood
on the international scene, and Wood recalls
that at the World Championships in Rome in
2009, coaches were fighting aggressively to
limit performance-enhancing suits. Many were
passionate about this issue, and Schubert was
perhaps the strongest speaker on this hot topic
in Rome. He was instrumental in ensuring that
the rules were changed. “There was no doubt
whatsoever how much this meant to him and
how much passion was there.”

“ Mark’s ability to sell

ideas and concepts is what
made him so successful.

”

- Ira Klein
Schubert moved to Colorado Springs in 2006
to become the United States Swimming
National Team Director. He was responsible
for the development of the National Team,
which was something that he cared deeply
about and had been focusing on for decades.
He worked very closely with the national team
athletes and their coaches. He kept a finger
on the pulse of what was going on with the
National Team athletes at all times and had a
close relationship with many of the swimmers.
He looked out for their welfare – made sure
they were healthy, and that situations such as
living conditions were good. Organizationally,
Schubert was incredible at outlining the scope
of work and what different organizations

needed to accomplish. Shoulberg, Steering
committee chair at that time, worked closely
with Schubert.
“Mark would always allow dialogue and play
devils advocate. He did not want ‘yes’ men. He
wanted people to challenge him.” Schubert
encouraged coaches around the country
who were developing younger athletes. He
collaborated with others at USA Swimming,
such as Pat Hogan, who was head of the Club
Development division. Hogan had also worked
closely with Schubert in the early 1980’s. As
Hogan recalls, “Schubert was very effective
while at USA Swimming. His preparation is
second to none. He knows what his objectives
are, and is always prepared for questions.”
During his time as National Team Director,
Schubert worked closely with the Olympic
Committee. The Olympic Committee was
very interested in funding national training
centers, and these became known as Centers
of Excellence. He was instrumental in the
development of these centers. They created a
lot of expected resentment from club coaches,
but Schubert believed that the success of them
would eventually become so self-evident that
people would accept it. He was proud of these
centers, and although they no longer exist, is
still proud of the results. The United States
performed well in Beijing in 2008 and in
London in 2012. They had put together fouryear plans that proved to be very successful. In
Beijing, under Schubert’s leadership, the team
was prepared, organized, and executed their
plan well. Schubert also pushed for Olympic
Trials to be held closer to the Olympic Games.
He fought very hard for this and it took a lot of
selling. The results have been positive.
Schubert had an impressive staff working for
him at USA Swimming. Although the leader,
he did not accomplish anything on his own. As
Bill Jewell, a long-time assistant of Schubert’s,
describes, “Mark had the ability of the very
best of the best business men. He surrounded
himself with people who he trusted, were
competent and who had an insane work
ethic.” Schubert’s ability to build teams of
motivated and competent people, and to build
consensus within groups, is what has allowed

“His preparation is second to none.”
- Pat Hogan

him to create change through governance in
swimming. It also made him an exceptional
coach. The balance between on-deck coaching
and off-deck responsibilities can be difficult.
Hiring professional coaches who he trusted
allowed for Schubert to have the flexibility, as
needed, to handle a significant workload. He
was involved, but in order to be most effective,
delegated various tasks to his assistant coaches
so that he could remain focused on the bigger
issues and the bigger picture.

Viejo. He noticed Schubert timing behind the
lanes, volunteering for his daughter’s team.
He laughs, “Nobody knew who he was. They
didn’t know he was an established, Olympic
coach. I wish I had a camera that day.” Schubert
was just a volunteer parent to most at the meet.
What they – swimmers, parents, coaches and
volunteers at the meet - didn’t realize, and
may never know, is that they were impacted by
Schubert’s work. Without it, they may not been
there. They may not have been swimming.

In 2010, Schubert and USA Swimming parted
ways and Schubert moved back to his home in
Southern California. He is now the Head Coach
for Golden West Swim Club and Golden West
College, where he will stay until retirement. To
stay involved, he still attends the LSC meetings.

Schubert idolized, modeled, and learned from
the best coaches in the world. He aspired to
be like them. But he also followed his own
path. He was passionate, organized, well
prepared, and persuasive. He was a visionary
for the sport and an advocate for the athletes.
He knew what he was about and never
compromised who he was. He is the epitome

Schubert was Head Coach at USC. His family
was back in California and his
daughters were competing
for a local club team. Ira Klein
was coaching in California at
the time, and was at an Age
Group meet, held at Mission

“ If you want to make a difference,
you have to be involved.
”

- Mark Schubert

of excellence,
an exceptional
leader who has
set the example
for coaches who
aspire to achieve
greatness. Mark
Schubert lived
his own dreams,
and
through
this, he created
oppor tunities
for others to
live theirs.

“ Mark

never took
his place on
this earth
lightly.

”

- Brian Goodell
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Lessons from

Richard Quick
What he meant to USA Swimming + college + AU + me.
By David Marsh

Here’s some thoughts for your SW article.
I’m not going to have much time between the
plane exchanges on the way to Australia. I’d
urge you to spare no study or space to share
his life. Many could benefit from knowing
Richard W. Quick.
I had to share with a few people that loved him
as well. You are welcome to all or any parts of
what I enjoyed writing down.
Richard charged ahead. He would gather his
experiences and resources around him. (Bill
Boomer, specialized trainers, Don Swartz and
other performance specialists) set the laser on
the desired outcome and charge!
Richard anchored his philosophy in timeless
truths of training and was a lifetime learner,
but he would take risk to intertwine other
methodologies he may come to know of
around the globe. One example is surgical
tubing: Richard heard of coaches like randy
Reese putting his team regularly against
resistance, so for Richard, if some was good
for the Gators, more would be better for us
Tigers. We’d reluctantly strap on our tubing
two times per week and swim in place for
45 minutes! No snorkel, no music, in fact no
belts; just tubing on skin. We’d count the tile
on the bottom. Fortunately, he was also good
about reviewing his methods, and that one
14
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was dropped in a few months.
Richard in fact does not get credit, but
the most significant performance by an
underwater dolphin kicker was created by
Richard. Dawn Hewitt (the late) freshman
from Tampa, Florida with terrible shoulders
but a determined spirit turned down
Richard’s advice to retire. She and Richard
formed a strategy to race the 50 backstroke at
the collegiate nationals—AIAWs. The record
shows (I think 83?-Tuscaloosa, Alabama?)
that Dawn Hewitt earned honorable mention
all-American honors with a 26.7 in the 50
Backstroke—and she did not take a single
arm stroke—all underwater.
Other:
• Slow bike sit ups
• “Plyometrics” high
• Running (against the track team)
• Heavy weights
• Guest speakers
• Cambridge diet
• Widths
Later:
• Patches
• Exclusion
• Advanced nutrition
• Advanced technique with Boomer and Milt
Nelms

My most impactful times as an Auburn
Swimmer was when he spoke with a
passionate, gyrating tone that would raise
expectations and better yet, standards. His
first meeting when he arrived at Auburn was
with a room of “know-it-all” young (very
young) adults. He told us to call him Richard,
and his first challenge had nothing to do with
swimming performances—this in a room
with three recently crowned 1978 LC World
Champions: Billy Forrester, David McCagg,
and Rowdy Gaines. He talked character,
respect, and becoming an Auburn man in the
tradition of legendary coach “Shug” Jordan.
He immediately championed dignity into an
upstart women’s team that previous to that
time and did not receive much of any kind of
significant respect much less, honor. Within 3
years, a small group of 5 empowered Auburn
women placed 4th at the AIAWs.
He always wanted to win in the worst way
but not if it compromised the best way. If he
didn’t win, he gave honor to his opponent in
the classiest ways. My young coaching mind
was marked in 1982 in Milwaukee, Wisconsin
when UCLA men (yes, there was and should
be a UCLA men’s team) finished the relay and
Coach Quick embraced the late Ron Ballatore
with a bear hug and shared genuine joy with
his fiery opponent.

As a coach, he would create
interesting and often very
challenging sets.
Since
Rowdy was on our team, the
bar was set at the highest
level. Richard would often
hand
out
personalized
practice goal times on a 3x5
and get perplexed looks from
us. We’d say, “What?! What
you want me to hold is faster
than my best time!!” I recall
my teammate, the late Stan
Sugar (a distance swimmer)
doing a set of 500’s on one
of those days. He started #1
under his PB then descended
6 from there. Richard would
say (well, usually he’d shout in
his high-pitched tone), “You
gotta believe you can!”
Speaking of shouting, there
were many workouts that I
can assure you he would lay
out more energy than almost
all the swimmers. He would
run up and down the deck,
hands over his head, jumping
and shouting encouragement.
There were times (and I can
say from personal experience)
when he would direct that
energy and focus on a swimmer
that was cutting corners...
Getting tossed out by Richard
was a public experience and one you didn’t
want to experience twice. He would effectively
hold us accountable because we knew for sure
he cared deeply about each and every one of us.
Richard caught some grief from some of
his ultra-poised or ultra-grumpy competitor
coaches when he’d have a swimmer win a big
race. First he would have likely run up and
down the pool deck screaming encouragement;
then he’d run down behind the block for a big
wet hug from his pupil. Last season, when
Emma Rainey won NCAAs and set a new
American record, Brian Barnes (who was also
mentored by Richard) followed the form of his
hero and celebrated right at the touch pad with
Emma and the Irish team.
At the National level we still do not have a
replacement for him. As much as he loved
coaching on the deck, he knew it was his
obligation to be involved in the leadership
of our sport. Richard was and still has been

to this day the most outspoken coach critic
on the topic of drug cheats in our great
sport. He was a leader in any room where
the great minds talked about improving our
sport. In fact, upon his recommendation, in
every USA Swimming Steering and every
ASCA board meeting the inevitable negative
or monotonous topic would have to wait—
because Richard insisted we first about how
we make USA swimming better!
Richard was more than a USA coach, he was
an American Patriot. He was determined to
have USA live up to her potential. He would
honor veterans and military personnel that he
would come across in the airport or would stop
practice to introduce as a welcomed guest to
the deck at a practice session. If Richard was at
USA event as a coach or spectator, he’d be there
with his red, white, and blue outfits (at times a
little over the top).
Not sure if you are looking for more texture,
but he was a good family guy. He would tell

you it was at an expense; eventually a man of
deep faith, he was a man that demonstrated
incredible courage and commitment up until
and during his passing.
I wish someone would write a book about
him, because as I said, he mentored all that
were around him, but not all young coaches
could be.
Last week I was on the Stanford pool deck
and came across the great veteran Stanford
masters Coach Tim. We were talking about
how impactful Richard was at Stanford (they
have not won again since his days) and Tim
just quietly shared, “I miss Richard every day.”
Well said. Me too.

David Marsh
CEO/Director of Coaching
SwimMAC Carolina
www.swimmaccarolina.org
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Dick

Vermeil
Sunday, February 1, 2015
By Don Swartz & Ken DeMont

Vermeil owns the distinction of being named
“Coach of the Year” on four levels: High
School, Junior College, NCAA Division I
and Professional Football.
In all three of his stops as an NFL head
coach, Vermeil has taken every team—
Philadelphia, St. Louis and Kansas City,
each of which had a losing record before he
arrived—and brought them to the playoffs
by his third season at the helm.
Vermeil was interviewed in the lead up to
the Super Bowl this week and was asked
about his successful run at all 4 levels of
the game. He said the thing that made the
biggest impact on him was a conversation
he had with legendary basketball coach John
Wooden while they both were coaching at
UCLA in the 1970’s. Vermeil was talking
with Wooden and saying how worried he
was about his inability to attract top recruits
to UCLA in the same manner as cross town
and Pac 10 conference foe USC.
Wooden counseled Vermeil to stop worrying
16
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about the athletes that were going to USC
and to focus on making the ones he had at
UCLA into better football players. That
resonated with Vermeil who in two years
took UCLA to the Rose Bowl…by focusing
on coaching those that he had on his team.

decide that you are going to do something
about the one over whom you have control
– yourself.

Swim coaches are often looking at rivals
in their own LSC or across the nation
wondering how come, “We cannot get
the same caliber of athletes?” If you have
swimmers in the pool then you have someone
to work with, to coach. Wooden would tell
you to coach them really well and see what
you can make happen. In the end all we can
do is coach the ones who come to the pool.
If we do a really good job we will have really
good swimmers – who will often swim fast.
When we coach exceptionally well we will
have excellent swimmers who more often
than not will swim exceptionally fast.

“Am I the last one out every day?”

Same goes for you swimmers out there as
well. Instead of wishing you were “like the
girl or guy on the other team” or the one who
is faster or taller than you two lanes over…

Ask yourself:
“Am I the first one in the pool every day?”

“Do I take an extra 5 minutes when workout
is officially over and stay to swim an extra
300 polishing my stroke, working on my
turns?”
You get the idea. Work with what you
have and what you have will change into
something better, faster, more proficient.
Focusing on what the other program,
swimmer, or coach is doing will not help you
improve. In fact it actually will retard your
progress.
See you in Omaha in June 2016…
- Don Swartz & Ken DeMont
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Three Good

Thoughts
Norman Lear, 92, reinvented American television in the 1970s
with All in the Family and a string of other true-to-life sitcoms.
As a publicist for Broadway stars, a writer for top comedians, a
Hollywood producer and director, and an ardent political activist,
he’s relished a career spent behind the scenes.
From an Interview in the Harvard Business Review,
November 2014:

man is my superior in
“thatEvery
I may learn from him.
”

- Thomas Carlyle

Happiness is the exercise of vital
“powers,
along lines of excellence, in
a life affording them scope.
”

- Aristotle

At the moment of commitment,
“
the entire universe conspires to
assure your success.
”

- Johann Wolfgang Goethe
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Greatness Won’t Be Thrust Upon You
Adapted from an article by Dave Beck in the San
Antonio Express, June 2nd, 2003.
At first glance, you wouldn’t think small-club boards
could get much out of “Good to Great.” But the book,
by Jim Collins (who co-authored the groundbreaking
business book Built to Last), shows greatness isn’t a
quality that you can attain by hiring a single head
coach, buying a new piece of equipment of even
coming up with a great idea.
Collins finds that to be great, your club must embark
on a journey that has more to do with being willing
to face up to your team’s realities then seeking a
quick-fix solution. Though his test are large and
highly successful companies, Collins offers valuable
lessons that even small swim teams can use.
“Good to Great” examined a group of averageperforming corporations that transformed into stellar,
industry-leading companies. The businesses he studied

Becoming great starts

had, as Collins notes, “15-year cumulative stock returns at or below the general
stock market, punctuated by a transition point, then cumulative returns at least
three times the market over the next 15 years.”
The 15-year period was chosen to factor out those companies that might have
caught a lucky break or had a quick burst of success, as opposed to those who
got carried along on a wave. In other words, he sought companies that made a
conscious decision to become great, then went out and did it.

from greatness you

What he found surprised him. He tells the readers he was expecting companies like
Intel, GM, 3M and Boeing to be stellar performers – not companies like Walgreen’s,
Circuit City, Kroger and Pitney Bowes. Walgreen’s, in fact, beat the general stock
market between 1975 and 2000 – this includes the dot-com NASDAQ spike of 1999
– more than 15 times.

currently are, and how

In determining what great companies had in common, Collins and his team found:

you’re going to get there.

Head Coaches depicted by Collins as “larger-than-life, celebrity coaches who ride

with assessing how far
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in from the outside,” are actually “negative correlated
with taking a team from good to great.” This echoes a
point he makes in Built to Last: the best change agents
come from within. This makes perfect sense, for a
coach from the outside has to learn so much about the
culture and fabric of the club, whereas someone inside
a club may have already been thinking of ways he or
she would improve things if put in change.
Instead of focusing exclusively on adopting new
training methods, good-to-great teams “focused
equally on what not to do and what to stop doing.”
Though this makes perfect sense, it requires taking
a good, hard look at your club and its practices, and
changing certain behaviors.
Collins also writes that “mergers play virtually no
role in igniting transformation from good to great;
two mediocrities joined together never make one
great team.” Without a unified vision, a team can’t
succeed. While some mergers are perfect marriages,
others aim to fix problems and end up compounding
them, because two clubs with differing core values
are wedged together.
Interestingly enough, Collins points out “the goodto-great teams were not, by and large, in great
swimming communities, and some were in terrible
communities.” That’s important to note, because it
shows that the proper resolve and right attitude can
overcome difficult situations.
If your team is poised for greatness in a terrible area,
it could actually end up with a larger piece of the pie
than if it was in a good area, because fewer teams are
likely to start up in that area competing for athletes.
His prescription for getting from good to great
includes an interesting point that can apply to any
team: adopting a culture of discipline.
As he notes, “When you have disciplined people, you
don’t need hierarchy. When you have disciplined
thought, you don’t need bureaucracy. When you
have disciplined action, you don’t need excessive
controls. When you combine a culture of discipline
with an ethic of entrepreneurship, you get the
magical alchemy of great performance.”
But perhaps the most important lesson of “Good
to Great” comes from Admiral James Stockdale,
a former prisoner of war best known as Ross
Perot’s running mate during his 1988 presidential
campaign. Collins calls this lesson the Stockdale
Paradox. “Retain faith that you will prevail in the
end, regardless of the difficulties, and at the same
time, confront the most brutal facts of your current
reality, whatever that might be.”
Becoming great, in other words, starts with
assessing how far from greatness you currently are,
and how you’re going to get there.

Collins finds, in his discussion with Stockdale, that faith is different from
optimism. Looking on the bright side only gets you so far. You have to
acknowledge your reality, whether you’re No. 2 in your area and poised to
get No. 1, or teetering on the edge of bankruptcy.
The difference between those scenarios is merely the difference in your team’s
situation. Your dedication to the process of becoming great should be the same
regardless of where you are. Greatness is not easy, which is why so few
teams achieve it.
But as Collins shows, even clubs that didn’t seem close to becoming great were
able to turn things around for the long haul. And even though the changes
weren’t dramatic in and of themselves, the results definitely were. Let’s take this
to heart and work to make all our teams great.
Dave Beck is president of business banking administration at Frost Bank in San Antonio.
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In Remembrance of

Robert M. Ousley
Former ASCA Executive Director

Robert M. Ousley, 96, devoted husband of Bernice Kaplan Ousley,
loved stepfather of Elyse Kaplan and Sam Kaplan, and beloved
grandfather of Ilana White, and Jay, Rebecca, and Ira Kaplan, died
January 13, 2015.
Coach Ousley devoted his professional life to the education and
development of students and the sport of swimming. A long-time
teacher and swimming coach at Pompano Beach High School, he
was instrumental in establishing the school’s successful swimming
program, ultimately escorting teams to competitions across the
United States and overseas. Over the years, his students and team
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members often wrote to tell him how much they appreciated his
teaching and how influential he had been in their lives.
As Executive Director of the American Swimming Coaches
Association, Mr. Ousley worked tirelessly on behalf of the sport
of competitive swimming. In 1983, the American Swimming
Coaches Association established the Robert Ousley Award, in
honor of his service to the sport.
Graveside service was held on January 17, 2015 at the Forest Lawn
Funeral Home & Memorial Gardens in Pompano Beach, Florida.

Things for

Swim Parents
to remember
By John Leonard

W

hen I look at our training groups every day, I see
remarkable things happening. I’ve been “looking” for
many years, and one of the things that I am most certain
of, is that in our sport “things take time.”
Humans all develop at different rates, on different aspects of their
personal growth. It is uneven, uncomfortable, strange, unpredictable,
frustrating, joyous, funny and dead serious. One child “gets it”
immediately when she starts the sport, others seem to take “years” to
get to the same point. But then, once those slow developers “get it,”
the acceleration rate is dramatic. And every variation a parent and
coach can think of off that theme. Things in swimming “take time.”
Our current culture is instant gratification and “now.” Swimming
doesn’t work that way. Swimming is like the “drip, drip, drip” water
on rock that eventually erodes into the Grand Canyon. You come to
practice daily, learn incrementally, and (typically) “slowly begin to catch
on.” One day you stand still when you kick, then you move your feet
one inch deeper in the water and lo and behold, you’re moving forward!
(Another inch deeper and you’re moving fast on your kickboard!) One
day your toes won’t “turn out” on breaststroke and then magically one
day, they do. Then they don’t. Then the next week, they turn out a
couple of times. Then they don’t. The next week, suddenly you can
turn them out most of the time when you concentrate. Swimming is
COUNTER-CULTURE. Things take time.

In my 45 years of coaching, this strikes me so strongly as an exact
replication of “real life.” Take the digital world out of things, and
there is no “instant gratification.” EVERYTHING develops slowly,
intermittently, with fits and starts, and growth spurts. Only with
television, iPads, iPhones, and all our digital toys are things actually
“instant.” This does NOT teach us or inform us about real life. The
important things in life: Love, Family, and Education, ALL TAKE
TIME to develop.
Swimming is mostly about practice for real life for our athletes. Come
to practice, work hard every day, and good, meaningful and lasting
things happen in your life.
Remind your athletes of the Three Immutable Rules of Improvement
(and in life):
»»

Show Up.

»»

Honor Your Teammates with Your Effort.

»»

Do Things Correctly.

All the Best,
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If we’re serious about growing leaders
on our campus, we must get serious about
defining the outcomes we’re pursuing, and
about determining what we’re looking for
in students. I believe there are some raw
materials inside students that provide early
clues about leadership predisposition. We
accelerate our progress if we can spot them
early on. Let me illustrate.
In 1921, Franklin Delano Roosevelt was
diagnosed with polio. It was a deadly disease
until 1957. The diagnosis changed any
expectations of a normal life for an adult.
Polio crippled nearly everyone who contracted
it. Most would recognize they were destined
for life in a wheelchair.
At the same time, a friend of Roosevelt’s
contracted polio as well. The two men drew
closer to each other, having a shared disability
and a common struggle.
While both young men ended up in wheelchairs,
their lives turned out radically different. FDR’s
friend took the “road most traveled.” He slowly
became passive about his condition. Eventually
he grew bitter, and even angry at his handicap.
It is easy to understand. He was never able
to do the sort of things young men do
24
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with women, with sports, and with their
vocation. Roosevelt’s friend shrunk from ever
expecting anything worthwhile of himself,
and he eventually died an unknown and quite
melancholy death.
In contrast, Roosevelt somehow decided to
make the most of his situation. You might say
he took the “road less traveled.” He had this
gnawing belief in his gut that he was supposed
to amount to something and positively influence
others. He ended up seeing his disablement as
a way to identify with the outcasts in society.
He allowed it to give him courage. After
entering a career in civil service, he later
went into politics. The disease actually helped
him reach his goals. Franklin D. Roosevelt
served as our U.S. president during the Great
Depression and World War II. He became the
only president elected to four terms of office.
I’ve often asked myself how two individuals in
such similar circumstances could reach such
contrasting outcomes. Roosevelt’s friend had
every reason to be bitter and end up merely
surviving, after such a hellish childhood. He
was a victim of his circumstances. Roosevelt,
however, was different. He refused to be
merely a victim. FDR grew through his
circumstances and became an effective leader

during one of the most difficult periods in
our country’s history.
Roosevelt’s is not an isolated story. Other
incredible leaders in history fought horrific
diseases during their early years. Sir Isaac
Newton, Michelangelo, and Leonardo da Vinci
all had epilepsy. Abraham Lincoln struggled
with chronic depression. Thomas Edison and
Ludwig van Beethoven were both deaf. Harriet
Tubman was visually impaired, and Galileo
went completely blind. For some reason,
the struggle did not diminish them. Their
leadership rose above it all.

Three Intrinsic Signals
As I study young people and attempt to instill
leadership qualities in them, I have drawn a
conclusion. While I believe every child and
young adult has influence and can learn to be a
leader, I believe there are at least three intrinsic
leadership signals that some kids send to their
parents and teachers as early as the third and
fourth grade. They’re the same signals that
FDR, Newton, and Lincoln must have sent as
kids. They can be seen as children interact with
both peers and adults.

1. Perception
The first leadership signal youth demonstrate

surrounds the way they think. They perceive
the world a bit differently than the majority
of their peers. They are able to see a bigger
picture. While they remain most concerned
with their own needs, their perspective
extends beyond those needs. They see how
situations impact others around them. They
are able to fly 30,000 feet above the ground,
get a bird’s-eye view of those situations, and
respond accordingly.

Those who demonstrate responsibility are
often an establishment’s best workers. At
Growing

This can show up in a number of ways. A
ten-year-old may arrive at a restaurant with
her parents, knowing they’ll be meeting
up with friends or extended family for a
meal. Without instruction, she enters the
restaurant determining how big the table
must be and how many chairs they’ll need to
request of the hostess.

A third leadership signal young people
demonstrate is initiative. This is the internal
drive to act. When they perceive something
could be done to improve conditions, they
believe it should be done and step out first
to do it. They don’t necessarily wait for
peers to approve. At times, they don’t even
wait to see if their behavior is the norm or
is safe. They go first.

That’s an early signal of leadership. It all
begins with perception.

2. Responsibility
This is a second signal
kids send to adults
that says leadership
qualities exist innately
within them. They
feel responsible for
outcomes. Even as
young children, they
assume they must help
solve problems, correct
false statements, or even
serve someone who
cannot do something
for themselves. Often,
these students pay
attention to details
and seem to care about
elements their peers
might find trivial or not
worth their attention.
At other times, their
sense of responsibility
isn’t displayed in details
as much as in an effort
to make sure the final,
desired goal is reached.

Leaders, we seldom hire staff or interns if
they don’t display responsibility as one of their
top-five strengths. Responsibility is the natural
bent to cover bases and make things right even
without being told to do so.

3. Initiative

This can lead students to do some very stupid
things—things they might get punished for—

because they can’t stand the current conditions.
But we must remember: It is an early sign of
leadership. The young person’s perception is
clear, and their dissatisfaction is compelling.
I’ve known kids to get involved with recycling
bottles, raising money for a friend who has
cancer, or even collecting clothes and food for
Haiti because of a strong sense of initiative.

My Takeaway
I believe there are two obvious action steps
I can take as an adult who wishes to build
leadership skills in students. First, I can look
for students with these three intrinsic qualities
and position them in authentic leadership
roles. Second, I can nurture these qualities
in my own kids and the students around me.
These qualities (perception, responsibility,
and initiative) are life skills we must not fail to
develop in our future leaders.
The qualities are not difficult to see. Students
who possess them will demonstrate problemsolving skills as they
encounter challenges. They
will be a source of solutions.
In short, they will:
• See it. (Perception)
• Own it. (Responsibility)
• Do it. (Initiative)
I’ve given my life to fostering
these qualities in the next
generation of young people.
Will you join me?

For Discussion
1. Have you seen these
three qualities in any nonpositioned student?
2. Do you believe there are
other essential predictors of
leadership potential?
3. How
could
you
incorporate these qualities in
your selection process?

The
Gallup
Organization created
an
instrument
years
ago
called
StrengthsFinder.
One of the 34 internal
strengths that humans
possess is responsibility.
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ASCA

Advocacy
Report

By John Leonard, March 2015

Two critical quotes to inform our advocacy
work this month.
Norman Lear from elsewhere in this issue:
“At the moment of commitment, the entire
universe conspires to assure your success.”
Samuel Adams from the late 1700’s: ( I
believe first reported on ESPN.)
“It does not take a majority to prevail. It
takes an irate, tireless minority keen on
setting brushfires of the mind”
So, what’s been going on in Advocacy?
Anti-Doping – we’ve been addressing the
FINA office about the ARD report from
Germany about the complete corruption
of the RUSADA (Russian Anti-Doping
agency) and the implications for serious
doping issues at the World Champs in
Russia this summer. ALSO talking with the
World Anti-Doping Agency on same topic.
They seem to share same skepticism about
26
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Fina’s lack of commitment to Anti-Doping.
More coming on this. FINA needs to prove
its bona fides once again. Long stack of bad
decisions coming out of Lausanne.
1. Anti-Doping – ASCA has asked USA
Swimming President Jim Sheehan to
form a task force to discuss what can
be done to combat doping in age group
swimming.
2. FINA – ASCA has asked the International
Relations Committee to consider a
strategy of CONFRONTATION with
FINA over governance of our sport and
a long history of “bad/corrupt” culture.
IRC is forming a committee to report
back in May. MEANWHILE, ASCA
is daily educating the IRC itself and
the USA Swimming Board of Directors
on the extent and VOLUME of Fina’s
transgressions and failure to follow its
own rules. The key phrases: “We All
Deserve Better” and “FINA is actually

a FAKE Democracy”. (when you allow
rules to be made and then don’t follow
them…that’s FAKE democracy.
3. NCAA issues – The ASCA was a
primary support mechanism for the
CSCAA gaining a $125,000 a year
grant for three years from USA
Swimming to help address issues
related to retaining Scholarship
Swimming at the NCAA I level.
4. STAND UP FOR THE RIGHT,
NOT THE DOLLARS. Decisions
made with finance at the center, are
typically the WRONG decisions.
All the Best, JL

PARAGON

™

DECK
EQUIPMENT
TRACK START PLUS+™

Get the leverage you need over the competition
with the Track Start PLUS+™. Order the complete
unit or use our modular starting platform concept.
Find everything you need for your Commercial Pool
including: Lifeguard Stations, Custom Rails, Access
Equipment, Underwater Lights, Speakers and
Windows, and Stark® Filtration Systems.

• Adjustable backplate and side hand

grips enable a stronger, more controlled
push off and a faster start.
• Retrofits to Existing Paragon Track
Start Starting Platforms.
• Slip-resistant, sand-coated finish that
matches your starting platform.
• Adjustable up to 5 positions.
• Add color or custom graphics to
the platform top to coordinate with
any facility.

Ph: 845.463.7200 • Fax: 845.463.7291 • WWW.PENTAIRCOMMERCIAL.COM
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